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Author's response to reviews:

Track changes on MS document (ms 11.doc) have been accepted. All references (with the exception of two or three manually entered ones) have been pulled down from PubMed in RefMan10. I downloaded and used the BioMedCentral reference manager output style - any formatting problems that have been experienced would seem to be due to that.

Prior to the submission of my most recent revision Professor Ozonoff contacted the publishers as I have a large landscape table which contains references. They suggested putting it before the reference list. Hence that is what I did. This was their response:

> From: BMC Editorial Production <edproduction@biomedcentral.com>
> To: "David Ozonoff" <dozonoff@bu.edu>
> Subject: RE: Query from an author
> Date: Thu, 25 Nov 2004 16:18:11 -0000
> X-Score-Level: 0.05
> 
> Dear Dr Ozonoff,
> 
> Thank you for your e-mail.
> 
> I have spoken to the production team, and unfortunately there is not an easy solution.
> 
> The only suggestion they had, was to place the tables before the reference list. We usually ask for the tables to be placed after the references but in cases such as these we can make an exception.
> 
> I hope this helps.
> 
> Best wishes,
> 
> Susie Jenkyns MSc
> Editorial Production Assistant
> BioMed Central Ltd
> Middlesex House
> 34-42 Cleveland Street
> London W1T 4LB, UK
> Tel: +44 (0) 20 73230323
> Fax:+44 (0)20 7631 9923
> E: edproduction@biomedcentral.com

I hope I have answered all questions / queries sufficiently.

Peter Mills